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In the South, the Swiss, who in the middle
ages were the most feared warriors on the Conti-
nent, were equally successful. At one time their
rule extended far into present day Italy and for
ever brought under the Swiss Government the
lovely town of Lugano as well as Locarno, of
Peace Treaty fame.

In 1815 Geneva became a Swiss Canton and
thereby added to the circle a place of learning
and culture, which is now known the world over
as the site of the League of Nations.

Nearly 000 years were needed to give Swit-
zerland the contour which it holds to-day. The
22 cantons which now go to make its constitution
have in nearly all instances retained their pecu-
liarities, their age-worn customs and, above all,
their languages.

Just as in years gone by, cities like Neu-
châtel, Lausanne and Geneva are still celebrated
for the pure French, which is spoken in them and
which, in England, could be compared with the
King's English.

Around the Lake of Lugano, the melodious
burble of Italian tongues still fills the picturesque
houses, the narrow streets and the vinecellars and
is a fitting corollary to the same romantic south
which used to delight our ancestors.

The industrialised German speaking part of
Switzerland prides itself on as many patois as
there are cantons. Though German is the written
language and is taught in school, the patois differ
from it to such a degree that they cannot, or
only with difficulty, be understood by Gernian
visitors, This peculiarity becomes even more
evident, when we realize that very often the in-
habitants of one canton find it almost impossible
to follow the conversation of persons from a
neighbouring department.

While German, French and Italian are the
three official national languages, it is interesting
to note that a fourth and very little known lan-
guage is also in existence. It is called Romaic
and the district in which it is spoken lies high
up in the beautiful canton of Grison, famous for
its holiday resorts, such as Davos, St. Moritz, etc.

There a small community of approximately
40,000 persons still converses in this peculiar lan-
guage which, it is said, traces its origin from a
race who invaded and lived in Switzerland round
about 100/200 B.C. This language has never
spread and while maintained by the local press
and society, most of the people also know Swiss
German, of which they avail themselves in com-
munication with the outer world.

Statistics show that 70% of the inhabitants
of Switzerland speak German, 21% French, 8%
Italian and 1% Romaic ; truly a mixture which
is as varied as the Swiss scenery which holds
within its reach everything that is scattered all
over Europe from the arctic solitude of snow-
fields and glaciers in the North to the palm-,
olive- and orange trees remeniscent of the tropical
vegetation in the South. „

This diversity in language has also led to a

position which is unique in the legislation of
European countries. Whereas the Supreme Court
in England admits only one language, in Switzer-
land the cases are tried in the language of the
interested parties.

In respect of commerce, the mastery of
several tongues lias greatly assisted the Swiss
export industry to penetrate foreign markets and
has enabled approximately one tenth of its popu-
lation to find remunerative occupations abroad.

In politics the predominance or subordination
of any of the three official languages has never
been a point of issue. Large sections of the in-
habitants of Switzerland being bilingual, the fact
that it harbours a variety of races, languages
and traditions has never been found a disadvan-
tage but rather an asset, whose singularity has
even more closely united the people.

Thus it happened that while recent history
saw Europe repeatedly reverberating with the din
of never-ceasing wars, Switzerland has preserved
peace — adored and protected by a people, small
in number-, but great in their loyalty to their own
country. ,• •

•

WHAT IS THE SOURCE OF
SWITZERLAND'S ATTRACTION?

For almost two centuries Switzerland has
been visited by travellers from all lands and
spheres ; by wanderers and mountain-climbers, by
scientists and pleasure-seekers, working people
and convalescents. It was out of the happy recol-
lections of these thousands that Switzerland's
reputation as a tourist centre grew. Yet it
requires powerful, natural, perpetual forces to
enable a country to retain this reputation in our
times, when distances are as nothing and jour-
ney's end may mean some alluring spot in the
farthest corner of the world. Wherein, then,
lies the source of this legendary reputation, which
to-day seems to be as much alive as ever before?

The inevitable and spontaneous answer is
bound to be : " The mountains allure us !" So it
was in the middle of the 18th century, when the
Alpine world still appeared sinister and menacing
to the superstitious. And the same natural en-
thusiasm and satisfaction which Goethe felt
when, in Schwyz, he came really close to the
mountains for the first time, is still predominant
in the hearts of the plain-dwellers and townsfolk
when they see the rocky fastnesses rise above them
in their awe-inspiring magnitude.

Never shall I forget the bright curiosity of
the Hungarian father who, on visiting the Lower
Engadiue with his family for the first time, put
his head out of the carriage window and asked
excitedly : " Are there any glaciers in St.
Moritz?" — Many a traveller who at first believed
he would find glaciers spread out before his hotel
windows, was in no way" disillusioned when he
saw how simply and pleasantly the glacier grottos
can be reached from the largest resorts.

A visit to Switzerland has enriched and
widened the geographical knowledge of innumer-
able people; they have looked, enjoyed and
learned. Other countries also possess mountains
and Alpine resorts, but the extraordinary attrac-
tion of our country lies in the unique magnitude
and multiformity of our mountains. Alpine
beauty-spots follow one upon another from Piz
Bernina to the Matterhorn and Monte Rosa, from
the Jungfrau massif to the Mont Blanc district.
Tourists who have travelled considerable dis-
tances to see Switzerland find a special charm in
being able to visit the most varied kinds of moun-
tain scenery during one stay, and all in the one
small country.

They derive from it a wealth of impressions
which are a source of happiness to them for many
a long year. And they come back again, realising
well enough that during one single visit one can-
not drink one's fill of the inspiring view of the
mountains. Thus the travel pictures are kept
alive and glowing from visit to visit, from travel-
1er to traveller, from generation to generation,
impressing themselves upon the memory of a
whole world of tourists. And from this springs
that mysterious attraction which tempts ever new
people in the farthest'lands to visit Switzerland,
the most famous land of travel.

One of the secrets of Swiss scenery is its rich-
ness in unexpected contrasts. From the highest
liasses, where the Alps become a vivid experience,
a comfortable journey of a few hours brings one
to hike shores possessing all the enchantment of a
Riviera. A wonderful spectacle on the flotver-
decked shores of Lugano and Locarno, are the
near-by mountains glistening with their new-
fallen snow. From window, balcony and garden,
beautiful contrasts intermingle to form the charm
of the complete picture. On the Lake of Geneva
a magnificent series of bays opens out between
Vevey, Montreux and the Castle of Chillon, radi-
atiug the magic of the Southern clime and at the
same time conveying the knowledge of maun-
tains within easy reach. Even the large Swiss
towns are not immune from this element of con-
trast. » Berne lies as a historic settlement of

unique architectural beauty in the heart of Swit-
zerland. But one has not merely to suspect the
presence of the mountains here : their panorama
unfolds itself triumphantly in the full glory of
its lovely charms. In Lucerne, Zurich and
Geneva one admires the beauties of a garden city
on a lake, and everywhere it is the mountains that
give to the picture a brilliant background.

Switzerland's powers of attraction as a land
of travel, however, are not only based on the
quality of the scenery. It is known and acknow-
ledged throughout the world that Switzerland is
the land of pleasant travel and comfortable
resorts. The points of interest in the landscape
have been developed from the traffic point of view
in a manner unequalled in any other country. In
former years this development chiefly concerned
the mountain railways and their ambition to open
up more and more sightseeing points. Then the
increasing attention paid to the traveller's com-
fort led to the establishment of a surprisingly
large number of communicating lines between
the separate traffic areas, and the arrangement
of the communications in as convenient a manner
as possible. The express train lines, running
through the most beautiful mountain districts
and connecting the Bernese Oberland with the
Lake of Geneva, Davos with St. Moritz, the
Engadine with Zermatt, are unparalleled feats
of modern railway technique. In addition, there
are innumerable routes over the passes, made
possible by the Swiss Alpine postal service.

As regards the care expended in making her
resorts pleasant, comfortable and refined places
to stay in, Switzerland has always been to the
fore. This is not only a question of individual
concerns and holiday resorts, but of every place
catering for the visitor : hotels of every class —
sanatoria, pensions, etc. Thus the possibility of
diasagreeable surprises is entirely excluded,
whatever eventuality the journey may bring. This
gives the traveller a feeling of security. It is not
only round about the valley stations and touring
centres, of which Interlaken was formerly the
most outstanding example, that resorts have
sprung up during the course of the last century
— resorts that are unexcelled the wide world
over, but also high up in the beautiful Alpine
passes themselves. Davos, Arosa, St. Moritz and
Pontresina, as also Zermatt, offer the travelling
public every comfort and convenience that even
the city can give. Switzerland is thus a real
international land of travel, and everyone knows
in advance that he will find there resorts and
accommodation, charming educational facilities
and all possible amenities for sport, These are the
qualifications which Switzerland has developed as
an international travel centre during the course
of decades. She has built them up by constant
labour and care, and now they form the founda-
tion of her permanent power of attraction.
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PAGINE DI STORIA TICINESE.
Bv E. Euserio.

(Confirmed).

I SETTE BALIAGGI.
Con l'oecupazione definitiva di Mendrisio e

di Balerna nell'anno 1527 risultô costituito terri-
torialmente l'attnale Cantone Ticino, allora
conosciuto come i Sette Baliaggi italiani. Poco
dopo vi si aggiunse Stabio.

Negli anni susseguenti i nostri avi furono
costretti a riprendere una lotta simile a quella
vinta nelle epoclie feudali per conservare la
propria libertà, i privilegi aviti e sopratutto la
giustizia popolare nell'istituto l'déi con-giudici,
contro i landvogti mandati a govei'nare dai Can-
toni confederate II Dr. Otto Weiss nel suo
libre intitolato "Baliaggi Ticinesi " ci dit il
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